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Abstract 

Background Large language models (LLMs) that can efficiently screen and identify studies meeting specific criteria 
would streamline literature reviews. Additionally, those capable of extracting data from publications would enhance 
knowledge discovery by reducing the burden on human reviewers.

Methods We created an automated pipeline utilizing OpenAI GPT‑4 32 K API version “2023–05‑15” to evalu‑
ate the accuracy of the LLM GPT‑4 responses to queries about published papers on HIV drug resistance (HIVDR) 
with and without an instruction sheet. The instruction sheet contained specialized knowledge designed to assist 
a person trying to answer questions about an HIVDR paper. We designed 60 questions pertaining to HIVDR and cre‑
ated markdown versions of 60 published HIVDR papers in PubMed. We presented the 60 papers to GPT‑4 in four 
configurations: (1) all 60 questions simultaneously; (2) all 60 questions simultaneously with the instruction sheet; (3) 
each of the 60 questions individually; and (4) each of the 60 questions individually with the instruction sheet.

Results GPT‑4 achieved a mean accuracy of 86.9% – 24.0% higher than when the answers to papers were per‑
muted. The overall recall and precision were 72.5% and 87.4%, respectively. The standard deviation of three replicates 
for the 60 questions ranged from 0 to 5.3% with a median of 1.2%. The instruction sheet did not significantly increase 
GPT‑4’s accuracy, recall, or precision. GPT‑4 was more likely to provide false positive answers when the 60 questions 
were submitted individually compared to when they were submitted together.

Conclusions GPT‑4 reproducibly answered 3600 questions about 60 papers on HIVDR with moderately high accu‑
racy, recall, and precision. The instruction sheet’s failure to improve these metrics suggests that more sophisticated 
approaches are necessary. Either enhanced prompt engineering or finetuning an open‑source model could further 
improve an LLM’s ability to answer questions about highly specialized HIVDR papers.
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Background
The systematic review of data from multiple research 
studies is often required to answer many of the most sig-
nificant biomedical questions. However, the literature 
searches required for a systematic review often suffer 
from low sensitivity (recall) and specificity (precision) in 
part as a result of the limitations of current search tools 
which rely on the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) 
key words, the National Library of Medicine’s controlled 
vocabulary used for indexing articles [1]. Extracting data 
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from relevant studies also requires painstaking review by 
highly trained human reviewers.

The use of automated software tools to assist in review-
ing research papers has become a topic of increasing 
interest. Most such tools have used natural language 
processing (NLP) and machine learning (ML) algorithms 
primarily to screen the titles and abstracts of publica-
tions to determine whether they meet the search criteria 
for a systematic review [2–8]. Several studies have also 
described the potential for using the representational lan-
guage model Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 
Transformers (BERT) and the Generative Pre-trained 
Transformer (GPT) large language models (LLMs) for 
reviewing the full text of published studies [9–12]. LLMs 
have also been evaluated for their ability to summarize 
research studies [13, 14].

We have extensive experience reviewing published 
studies on the topic of human immunodeficiency virus 
(HIV) drug resistance having maintained the Stanford 
HIV Drug Resistance Database (HIVDB; https:// hivdb. 
stanf ord. edu) and performed multiple systematic lit-
erature reviews [15, 16]. In this study, we evaluated the 
ability of GPT-4 to correctly answer questions about 
publications on HIV drug resistance with and without 
an instruction sheet designed to provide GPT-4 with 
specialized HIV drug resistance knowledge. We evalu-
ated publications considered for inclusion in a curated 
database. This database primarily links mutations in the 
genetic targets of HIV therapy to the antiviral treatments 
of the persons from whom the sequences were obtained 
and to the impact of these mutations on the in vitro sus-
ceptibility to individual HIV drugs.

Methods
HIV drug resistance questions
We designed 60 questions pertaining to HIV drug resist-
ance reflecting the type of information typically extracted 
from published papers evaluated for possible addition 
to HIVDB. Most of the questions dealt with linking HIV 
genetic sequence data to two other forms of data: (1) the 
antiviral treatments received by the patients from whom 
the sequenced viruses were obtained and (2) the effect of 
mutations in these viruses on their susceptibility to anti-
viral drugs. The questions were of three types: Boolean, 
requiring yes or no answers; numerical, where the correct 
response was an integer; and list-based, where a series of 
items constituted the correct answer. The complete list of 
questions can be found in Supplementary File 1.

Published papers
We selected 60 published papers on HIV drug resistance 
identified in recent PubMed searches and in recent Gen-
Bank database submissions including 19 published after 

September 2021, the cut-off date for the dataset used to 
train the GPT-4 model that was used. Nearly two-thirds 
of the papers reported HIV genotypic resistance data 
(e.g., genetic sequence data or lists of HIV drug-resist-
ance mutations). Nearly one-half reported that their 
sequences had been submitted to GenBank, the stand-
ard public repository for sequence data, and provided 
GenBank accession numbers. The selected papers often 
reported the antiviral treatment histories of patients 
undergoing virus sequencing, the samples submitted for 
sequencing, the technology used for sequencing, and 
the results of in vitro susceptibility testing. Two authors 
reviewed each paper to determine the answers to the 60 
questions. A third author designated the correct answer 
when there was a disagreement between the first two 
authors. The complete list of papers can be found in Sup-
plementary File 2.

Instruction sheet
The instruction sheet contained 2002 words that pro-
vided background knowledge about HIV drug resistance 
and the type of information that a human curator would 
need to know to identify the relevant data for inclusion in 
HIVDB (Supplementary File 3). This document encapsu-
lated fundamental antiviral therapy and HIV drug resist-
ance concepts, alongside a description of frequently used 
terms and abbreviations within the field. The instruction 
sheet was not designed to be a comprehensive treatise 
on antiviral therapy and HIV drug resistance but rather 
to offer practical guidance to human curators with some 
background HIV knowledge. The instruction sheet con-
tained information considered useful to answering many 
of the 60 questions. However, it was not designed specifi-
cally to answer each of the questions developed for this 
study.

Automated query pipeline
We designed an automated pipeline utilizing OpenAI 
GPT-4 32K API version “2023–05-15” (Microsoft Azure, 
accessed Sep 15th, 2023) (Fig.1). A Python script was 
used to transform a published paper to a markdown 
format containing the text of the study methods, study 
results, tabular data, and figure legends. The abstract, 
introduction, discussion, and references were excluded 
from the markdown version of the paper. The median 
number of tokens in each markdown paper was 5338 
(range:1282 to 13,861). On average, one token is about 
0.75 words or about four English language characters. 
We chose to not submit the introduction, discussion, and 
references to GPT-4 because these parts of a paper often 
refer to the work of other studies.

https://hivdb.stanford.edu
https://hivdb.stanford.edu
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Each GPT-4 query consisted of one markdown paper 
plus one of the following: (1) all 60 questions presented 
simultaneously; (2) all 60 questions presented simul-
taneously with the instruction sheet; (3) each of the 60 
questions presented individually; and (4) each of the 60 
questions presented individually with the instruction 
sheet.

We refer to the process of submitting the 60 questions 
simultaneously as the multiple-question mode and the 
process of submitting each question individually as the 

single-question mode. We refer to the process of present-
ing all questions without the instruction sheet as the base 
model. The single-question mode necessitated repeatedly 
submitting the same markdown paper with each ques-
tion. It was therefore much more time consuming and 
expensive than the multiple-question mode.

If GPT-4 failed to answer all 60 questions for a paper 
or if a time-out error occurred when questions were pre-
sented in the multiple-question mode, the unanswered 
questions were resubmitted along with the paper.

Fig. 1 Automated query pipeline work flow. The first step involved developing 60 questions relevant to HIV drug resistance, identifying 60 
published papers, and developing an approximately 2000 word instruction sheet with HIV drug resistance information. Each paper was reviewed 
by two human reviewers and a markdown version of each paper’s full text was created. The second step involved querying GPT‑4: building 
a prompt that included (1) the marked down version of each paper, (2) all 60 questions, and (3) the instruction sheet. The third step evaluated 
the GPT‑4 answers to assess whether they were the same as the answers determined by the human curators. Three sample questions are shown 
including one for which the correct answer was Yes or No, another for which the correct answer was a list of items, and a third for which the correct 
answer was a number
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Supplementary File 4 provides an example GPT-4 
prompt. Supplementary File 5 provides the Python code 
used to generate the GPT-4 prompts.

Automated response evaluation pipeline
We evaluated the accuracy of GPT-4 responses using the 
following approach: (1) for Boolean questions, a script 
was used to determine if the response began with “yes” 
or “no”; (2) for numerical questions, a script was used to 
determine if the response contained a single number; (3) 
all other responses were evaluated manually. Accuracy 
was defined as concordance between the correct answer 
and the GPT-4 response for Boolean and numerical 
questions. For list questions, we considered the GPT-4 
response to be accurate if it identified at least one ele-
ment of the correct list. The response was considered 
inaccurate if it did not identify any element of the cor-
rect list or if it identified elements that were not part of 
the correct list. A manual review of half of the responses 
to the Boolean and numerical questions confirmed that 
the script used to determine whether the response began 
with “yes” or “no” or contained a single number accu-
rately gauged GPT-4’s answers to these questions.

Experimental design and analyses
To evaluate the performance of GPT-4 in answering ques-
tions about a paper, we designed a series of experiments: 
(1) We assessed the reproducibility of the base model in 
the multiple-question mode by performing each query in 
triplicate. (2) We calculated the recall, precision, and F1 
score – the harmonic mean of precision and recall, calcu-
lated as 2 x (recall * precision) / (recall + precision) – for 
the base model in multiple-question mode. This analysis 

was performed on the median of the triplicate results and 
it was performed separately for results obtained with and 
without the instruction sheet. (3) We compared the accu-
racy – measured as the proportion of correct answers – 
of the base model in the multiple-question mode to its 
performance when the responses were from randomly 
permuted papers. In essence, we assessed the accuracy 
of GPT-4’s responses to the submitted paper compared 
with its accuracy when the answers were drawn from ten 
randomly selected papers, distinct from the actual paper. 
(4) We compared the accuracy of the base model in the 
multiple-question mode to the accuracy with the instruc-
tion sheet in the multiple-question mode. (5) Finally, we 
compared the accuracy of the base model in the multiple-
question mode with the accuracy of the base model in 
the single-question mode, also in triplicate.

Results
Figure  2 displays triplicate determinations of the accu-
racy of GPT-4 on each of the 60 questions applied to each 
of the 60 papers in the multiple-question mode without 
the instruction sheet (i.e., base model). The median accu-
racy for the 60 questions over the three replicates was 
91.8% (range: 50.7%-100%). The mean accuracy for the 60 
questions over the three replicates was 86.9%. The mean 
accuracies were similar for Boolean (86.6%), numerical 
(84.7%), and list (90.2%) questions. The standard devia-
tion (SD) of three replicates for the 60 questions ranged 
from 0 to 5.3% with a median SD of 1.2% across all ques-
tions. The coefficient of variation (CV) of three repli-
cates for the 60 questions ranged from 0 to 0.068 with a 
median CV of 0.012. The maximum difference between 

Fig. 2 Triplicate determinations of the accuracy of each of the 60 questions applied to each of the 60 papers in the multiple question mode (i.e., 
all 60 questions presented simultaneously) without the instruction sheet (i.e., base model). The Y‑axis indicates the percentage of times in which 
the GPT4 response was accurate across the 60 papers. The X‑axis shows the question ID in descending order of median accuracy. The three bars 
shown for each question ID indicate separate replicates. The median accuracy for the 60 questions over the three replicates was 91.8% (range: 
50.7%‑100%). The mean accuracy across all questions and all papers were 86.8%, 86.9%, and 87.1%. Different colors mean different replicates
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any two of the three replicates was 6 for one question, 4 
for two questions, and 3 for three questions.

Figure 3 compares the results of one of the three rep-
licates for the base model in multiple-question mode 
with the results obtained when the answers to the 60 
papers were permuted. The mean accuracy for 10 per-
mutations of the papers was 62.9%. Therefore, the 
increased accuracy of GPT-4 on the actual papers was 
24.0% higher than expected by chance on the permuted 
set of papers (95% CI: 18.6%-29.4%; p < 0.000001; paired 
Student’s t-test). The surprisingly high level of accuracy 
for permuted answers is explained by the uniformity of 
responses across many papers. Specifically, for Boolean 
questions, the answers were not infrequently always ‘yes’ 
or ‘no.’ Similarly, for numerical questions, the answer was 
often 0, and for list questions, the answer was often an 
empty list. Figure  3 demonstrates this in 10 questions 
where ≥ 90% of the Boolean answers were either ‘yes’ or 
‘no’, in two numerical questions where the answer was 
usually 0, and in two list questions where the answer was 
usually an empty list.

Figure  4 shows the precision, recall, and F1 score 
with and without the instruction sheet separately for 
the Boolean, numerical, and list questions. Without the 
instruction sheet, GPT-4 demonstrated a recall of 68.1% 
and a precision of 84.6% on the 2280 Boolean questions 
(i.e., 48 questions × 60 papers); a recall of 61.6% and a 
precision of 88.1% on the 660 numerical questions (i.e., 

11 questions × 60 papers); and a recall of 88.6% and a 
precision of 91.9% on the 660 list questions (i.e., 11 ques-
tions × 60 papers). Of the 296 true positive answers for 
list questions, 273 (92.2%) were identical to the manual 
answers whereas 23 (7.8%) contained a subset of the 
manual answers.

Figure  5 displays the triplicate determinations of the 
accuracy of GPT-4 in the multiple-question mode with 
and without the instruction sheet. Across the 60 ques-
tions, the mean net change in accuracy was + 1.2% result-
ing in an overall accuracy of 88.1% across all questions 
and papers with the instruction sheet. On average, across 
the three replicates, the instruction sheet improved the 
accuracy of 3.2% (n = 114) of questions that were initially 
answered incorrectly. Conversely, 2.0% (n = 72) of ques-
tions initially answered correctly were incorrect with the 
instruction sheet. For all 60 questions combined, recall 
(76.2% vs. 72.5%; p = 0.08; Fisher Exact Test) and preci-
sion 87.4% vs. 87.1%; NS) were not significantly higher 
with the instruction sheet compared to without the 
instruction sheet (Fig. 4).

The instruction sheet significantly impacted three 
questions: one showed a net accuracy increase of 26.1%, 
resulting in 16 additional correct responses; another 
recorded an 8.3% improvement (5 papers); and the third 
saw a 6.7% increase (4 papers). The remaining questions 
displayed net changes in accuracy that were no greater 
or lower than three. The question “Does the paper report 

Fig. 3 Comparison of the multiple‑question base model on the actual paper (blue histograms ) with the permuted results obtained 
from different papers (orange histograms ). The Y‑axis indicates the percentage of times in which the answers were correct across the 60 
papers. The X‑axis shows the question ID. The questions are separated according to whether they are Boolean, numerical, or list questions. The 
Boolean questions are divided into three sections: (i) questions for which there was a balance between “yes” and “no” correct answers across the 60 
papers (i.e., < 90% “yes” or “no”) resulting in a large difference in accuracy after the papers’ answers were permuted; (ii) questions for which ≥ 90% 
of the answers were “yes” or “no” resulting in little difference in accuracy after the answers were permuted; and (iii) questions for which GPT‑4 had 
an accuracy of about 50% even on the actual paper. The numerical question section separates the two questions for which the correct answer 
was usually 0 and the list question section separates the two questions for which the answer was usually an empty list. “*” indicates the two 
numerical questions for which the answer was usually 0. “**” indicates the two list questions for which the answer was usually an empty list
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GenBank accession numbers for sequenced HIV isolates 
other than those for laboratory HIV isolates?" was the 
one associated with a net increased accuracy of 26.1%. 
The question “How many samples in the paper were 
reported to have undergone plasma virus sequencing?” 
was the one associated with a net increased accuracy of 
8.3%.

In an attempt to edit the instruction sheet to increase 
GPT-4 accuracy for questions that were often answered 
incorrectly, we modified the query pipeline as follows. 
Rather than submitting each paper in multiple-question 
mode, we submitted each paper with just the one ques-
tion that we were targeting for improvement (i.e., in 
single-question mode). After running several questions 

Fig. 4 Recall and precision of GPT‑4 at answering questions about HIV drug resistance papers: comparison with manual curators. The manual result 
(obtained by two human curators and a third to break ties) was considered to be the correct answer. Each entry in the six sections containing raw 
data represents the median of 3 repeats. *Includes questions for which GPT reported a number > 0 when the correct answer was 0 and questions 
for which GPT reported an incorrect number (i.e., one that differed from the manual review). **The results were considered to be false positives 
when GPT‑4 identified items not identified by manual review. Additionally, 12 of 16 answers obtained without the instruction sheet and 14 of 18 
answers obtained with the instruction sheet were considered to be false negatives because GPT‑4 also failed to identify any of the items that were 
identified by manual review. Abbreviations: GPT (GPT‑4), TP (true positive), TN (true negative), FP (false positive), FN (false negative), F1 score = 2 * 
(Recall * Precision) / (Recall + Precision)
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in both modes, we noticed marked differences in GPT-4 
accuracy between the multiple-question and single-
question modes. Figure  6 compares the accuracy of the 
multiple-question and single-question mode for all 60 
questions without the instruction sheet. Each histo-
gram represents the median of three replicates. Overall, 
the median and mean accuracy for the single-question 
mode were significantly lower than the multiple-question 
mode across all 60 questions: median (83.0% vs 91.8%, 
p = 0.0006; Wilcoxon signed-rank test) and mean (77.6% 
vs 86.9%, p = 0.0005; Wilcoxon signed-rank test).

Figure  6 groups the questions according to whether 
the accuracy was ≥ 10% lower in the single-question 
mode (n = 21 questions), ≥ 10% higher in the single-
question mode (n = 3 questions), or less than 10% differ-
ent between the multiple-question and single-question 
modes. The largest differences in accuracy between the 
two modes was for questions for which the answer was 
usually no for Boolean questions, 0 for numerical ques-
tions, and an empty list for list questions. We refer to 
these usually negative questions as No_0_Empty. Indeed, 
for the 21 questions that belonged to this category, the 

Fig. 5 Triplicate determinations of the accuracy of GPT‑4 in multiple‑question mode with and without the instruction sheet. For each question, 
two histograms are shown. The left histogram shows the median of triplicate accuracy determinations without the instruction sheet. The right 
histogram shows the median of triplicate accuracy determinations with the instruction sheet. Increased accuracy associated with the instruction 
sheet is shown by coloring part of the right‑sided histogram in blue while reductions in accuracy are shown by coloring part of the left‑sided 
histogram in red. The sizes of the colored regions indicate the sizes of the increases or decreases in accuracy associated with the instruction sheet. 
The questions are shown in descending order of the increased accuracy associated with instruction sheet (i.e., the size of the blue histograms)

Fig. 6 Comparison of the accuracy of the base model in the multiple‑question mode (blue histograms ) and single‑question mode (orange 
histograms ). The histograms indicate the median of three replicates. The questions are grouped according to the relative accuracy attained 
with questions presented in the single versus multiple‑question mode. Within each panel, the questions are ordered by the difference in accuracy 
between the multiple and single‑question modes. The first panel contains the questions for which the accuracy in the single‑question mode 
was ≥ 10% lower than in the multiple‑question mode. The third panel contains the questions for which the accuracy in the single‑question mode 
was ≥ 10% higher than in the multiple‑question mode
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median accuracy was 91.0% in the multiple-question 
mode but only 60.8% in the single-question mode. There 
was also a strong correlation between the frequency of 
answers that were No_0_Empty and the reduced accu-
racy when questions were presented in the single-ques-
tion mode (r = 0.45; p = 0.0003).

The cost of using the GPT-4 API to obtain responses 
for 60 papers × 60 questions in the multiple-question 
mode without and with the instruction sheet was $240 
and $300, respectively. The cost of obtaining responses 
for 60 papers × 60 questions in the single-question 
mode without and with the instruction sheet was $1500 
and $2000, respectively. The overall cost of this study, 
considering that most experiments were performed 
in triplicate was $8120: $240 × 3 plus $300 × 3 plus 
$1500 × 3 plus $2000 × 1. After completing this study, 
OpenAI released a new model, GPT-4-turbo (gpt-4–
1106-preview), on November 6, 2023. This model sig-
nificantly reduced costs, decreasing from $0.06 to $0.01 
per prompt and from $0.12 to $0.03 per completion. 
Consequently, the overall cost of this study would have 
been approximately five times lower.

Discussion
We submitted the text of the methods, results, tables, 
and figure legends of 60 published papers on HIV drug 
resistance together with 60 questions related to HIV 
drug resistance with and without an instruction sheet 
to the GPT-4 API. We found that the accuracy of GPT-4 
responses was approximately 87%, which was 24% greater 
than that obtained when the answers to the papers were 
permuted. With the exception of one question, the accu-
racy of GPT-4 was not improved with an approximately 
2000 word instruction sheet. Notably, GPT-4 was also 
less likely to answer certain types of questions accurately 
when they were submitted individually (single-question 
mode) compared to when they were submitted together 
(multiple-question mode).

This study differs from most previous studies of auto-
mated software tools designed to assist with systematic 
reviews. First, we prompted the LLM GPT-4 to answer 
specific questions about entire papers whereas previous 
studies were often optimized for screening paper title 
and abstracts [5, 6, 7, 8]. Second, we used GPT without 
providing training examples, whereas previous studies, 
were often interactive in that they combined NLP and 
ML algorithms with user feedback [5, 6, 9, 10, 11]. Finally, 
the results presented in this study were quantitative and 
transparent, whereas several previous studies, particu-
larly those using LLMs, presented their results in a quali-
tative manner.

GPT-4 performs well at summarizing research papers 
because LLMs are adept at distilling and condensing 
information into simpler shorter formats [13, 14]. How-
ever, answering specific questions can be challenging for 
LLMs because they only process a limited amount of text 
at once. This limitation hampers their ability to cross-
reference details within longer documents effectively. 
Indeed, the questions that GPT-4 was likely to answer 
correctly were those for which the answer could be found 
in a single paragraph or sentence in a paper. In contrast, 
those questions that required reasoning about informa-
tion found in different parts of a paper were less likely to 
be answered correctly. For example, the question “Does 
the paper provide complete ART history for all of the 
individuals in the study?” was answered correctly only 
about 50% of the time.

The instruction sheet contained information that 
would have been expected to be helpful for several ques-
tions such as “Does the paper report the results of HIV 
pol sequences?” and “Were the individuals in the study 
INSTI-naïve?”. Despite this, when GPT-4 was equipped 
with the information that ’pol’ refers to the gene encod-
ing the viral enzymes protease, reverse transcriptase, 
and integrase, ’INSTI’ denotes integrase strand transfer 
inhibitors, and ’naïve’ implies untreated, it still only cor-
rectly answered these questions 57% and 62% of the time, 
respectively.

After completing the experiments outlined in this 
study, we performed ten queries in an attempt to deter-
mine the extent of GPT-4’s HIV drug resistance knowl-
edge. Supplementary File 6 lists each of the ten queries 
and the entire GPT-4 response (version last updated 
April 2023). The responses to these additional queries, 
demonstrated that GPT-4 possesses extensive informa-
tion about HIV drug resistance. Although the experi-
ments outlined in the results were performed using an 
earlier version of GPT-4 (last updated September 2021), 
all of the information included in the GPT-4 response 
had been publicly available prior to this earlier date. 
Given that GPT-4 already contained most of the informa-
tion provided in the instruction sheet, enhancing its per-
formance would likely hinge on providing prompts that 
demonstrate how to apply its knowledge to a published 
paper.

In an attempt to edit the instruction sheet to increase 
GPT-4 accuracy we modified the query pipeline by sub-
mitting each paper with just the one question that we 
were targeting for improvement. This modification led 
to the study’s second major new finding: when questions 
were presented individually, GPT-4 tended to provide 
incorrect affirmative answers to questions that gener-
ally warranted a negative response such as ‘no’, ‘0’, or an 
empty list. For instance, when the query "Which drugs 
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were tested on phenotypic susceptibility in the paper?" 
was posed separately, there were 40 instances where 
GPT-4 erroneously referenced drugs that were adminis-
tered to patients instead of those used in a susceptibility 
assay. This mistake was infrequent when all 60 questions 
were asked at once, indicating that presenting the full 
batch of questions improves GPT-4’s understanding of 
each question’s context. The enhanced accuracy observed 
when presenting multiple questions simultaneously may 
resemble automatic chain-of-thought prompting [17]. 
This technique, used in AI interactions, involves supply-
ing step-by-step questions that guide the system through 
a logical thought sequence, thereby improving its com-
prehension of complex inquiries.

While enhancing the questions and instruction sheet 
was of interest, undertaking such revisions methodically 
would have required an open-ended approach beyond 
the scope of this study. Nonetheless, we observed that 
rephrasing two of the questions led to a significantly 
increased GPT-4 accuracy. For example, the question 
“Were sequences obtained from individuals with active 
HIV replication?” was true for 26 of the 60 papers. The 
median accuracy of GPT-4 on three replicates, with and 
without the instruction sheet, was 61%. However, the 
median accuracy of GPT-4 was 97% when we rephrased 
the question as follows: “Were sequences in the paper 
obtained from individuals with virological failure while 
receiving antiretroviral therapy?”. In contrast, the few 
changes we made to the instruction sheet did not yield 
substantial increases in GPT-4 accuracy for any of the 
questions.

Conclusions
GPT-4 possesses extensive knowledge about HIV drug 
resistance and it reproducibly answers Boolean, numeri-
cal, and list questions about HIV drug resistance papers. 
Its accuracy, recall, and precision of approximately 87%, 
73%, and 87% without human feedback demonstrate 
its potential at performing this task. GPT-4 faced sev-
eral challenges beginning with the specialized nature of 
the questions that were on topics that likely represented 
a small part of its training corpus [18]. In addition, 
addressing queries that necessitate making inferences, 
particularly when dealing with unsaid elements within 
the text, can be difficult. A more robust familiarity with 
the subject of HIV drug resistance would potentially have 
empowered GPT-4 to make better inferences. Finally, 
the instruction sheet was designed for human compre-
hension without the multiple examples usually neces-
sary for optimizing a language model’s performance. The 
inability of GPT-4 to utilize the instruction sheet suggests 
that more sophisticated prompt engineering approaches 

or the finetuning of an open source model are likely 
required to improve accuracy when answering questions 
on highly specialized research papers.
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